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Robert B. Benowitz, BSEE, JD
Case Synopsis: The plaintiff was seen at a
clinic for laser hair removal of her bikini area,
as well as her upper lip. She advised the
practitioner that she had no results from previous treatments. The practitioner began his
treatment and the plaintiff stated that it was
burning her genital area. The practitioner continued the treatment and advised the patient
that it was OK and not to worry; he used some
force to keep her still. After the treatment, her
genital area was swollen and burned, as was
her upper lip. During litigation, it was discovered that the practitioner was not a licensed
physician, as he claimed, and he had left the
country with no intention to return.

Expert Analysis: The defendant produced
no information regarding his equipment or
proper and safe settings for the laser hair removal device. Additionally, he failed to provide maintenance criteria or policies for his
equipment. Failure to have policies and procedures for safe settings of medical devices,
as well as regular inspection and maintenance policies, fell outside acceptable healthcare safety standards and practices. The
plaintiff’s expert provided an Affidavit of Merit
to this effect.
Result: Case settled quickly once the Affidavit of Merit was served.

High School Band Member Drowns During Band Camp
Tom Griffiths, Ed.D.
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Just prior to the Fall school semester, a high
school in the North East sent its band members
to a sleepover camp for extended, full day practices; they had been doing this annually for
years. Although parents and teachers did accompany the band to camp, the campgrounds
did not supply lifeguards for their recreational
swim hour, even though lifeguards were available. The band did, in fact, bring at least one
lifeguard with them, but this lifeguard was certified for pools and water parks, not the openwater. A 14 year old freshman walked to the
end of the dock and jumped into the water. His
body was recovered hours later by SCUBA
divers in 20 feet of water. It must be emphasized that more than two-thirds of all drownings

occur in natural bodies of water rather than
clear water swimming pools. The owners and
operators were charged with many counts of
negligence including, but not limited to:
• Failure to swim test the students;
• Failure to “Note and Float” non-swimmers with
wrist bands and life-jackets;
• Failure to provide life-jackets to band members even though jackets were on the grounds;
• Failure to effectively mark the depth of water;
• Failure to provide certified and qualified lifeguards for the open-water;
• Failure to provide any water safety orientation;
• Failure to use the buddy system.
As a result of these breaches, a large settlement
was awarded to the plaintiffs.
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The Physical Evidence Speaks for Itself,
and the Deceased
Steven M. Schorr, PE
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Hotel Franchise Standards,
Agreements and Injuries
R. Britton Colbert, CHA

“It was a dark, foggy night on a lonely, two-lane roadway…” Case Synopsis: A hotel expert was retained by plaintiff’s
Sounds like the beginning of a fictitious mystery novel. Unfortu- counsel regarding a wrongful death incident, along with
nately, what occurred on this roadway was all too real. A north- substantial personal injuries incurred by two registered
bound tanker truck was negotiating a curve to his left when he hotel guests resulting from incomplete, inadequate and
crossed the centerline, entered the southbound lane and struck
ineffective property inspections. The subject hotel was a
a southbound pickup truck head on, killing the pickup truck operator. The points of rest of the vehicles were on the southbound 125-room, mid-scale franchised property operated by the
side of the road; the gouge marks in the road identifying the ap- licensee under the terms and conditions of a hotel franproximate point of impact were on the southbound side of the chise agreement. The licensee was an experienced hotel
road; and vehicle pieces and fluid from the crash were on the operator of franchised hotels, and, therefore, familiar with
southbound side of the road. The
the expectations of the licensee’s obpolice determined the collision ocligations to meet the licensor’s brand
curred on the southbound side of
standards in operating the hotel.
24-Hour Rapid Response
the road; a close and shut case
Through the licensee’s mismanagefor the pickup truck operator,
ment of the property and the licenright? Not so fast…the tanker
State-of-the-Art-Technology
sor’s failure to inspect and enforce
truck driver claimed that the reathe brand standards, substantial inson he moved to the left over the
Forensic Storage and
juries, including death, resulted from
center line was a result of an evaTechnology Center
sive action due to the approacha below standard window in the
ing northbound vehicle being in
hotel’s third guest floor corridor.
his lane. The deceased pickup Qualified Experts & Consultants
truck operator cannot refute that
Expert Analysis: Hotel managestory. Additionally, during the
DJS Associates, Inc.ment had the duty of care to maintain
course of discovery, a relative tesOver 50 Years Strong
control of the hotel property at all
tified that the deceased had attimes through meeting the licensor’s
tempted suicide in the past. This
operating and building standards endata certainly clouds an otherwise
forced by the semi-annual quality inclear picture. What to do? When
in doubt always refer back to the physical evidence and laws of spection process. This matter reflected management’s
physics. The collision reconstruction established the angle of the ignorance of frequent damage to the property, including
collision between the vehicles. Aligning the angle of impact with frequent broken windows, which were not always rethe direction of the post-impact gouge marks on the road clearly
placed with tempered glass. Numerous invoices from
established that the pickup truck was facing southbound, propglazing companies reflected inconsistent glass replaceerly in the southbound lane of travel at the time of the impact, not
angled back re-entering its own lane as testified to by the tanker ment. The licensor failed to properly inspect and enforce
truck operator. Night testing was completed utilizing the specific the brand standards yielding a less than safe lodging fapre-impact speed and movement testimony of the tanker truck cility. No modification by the operating company to curtail
driver. The testing established that on a clear night a northbound disruptive behavior further contributed to the continued fatruck operator would not have been able to view around the curve cility damage and unsafe condition of the hotel. Violations
and determine that the oncoming headlights were in his lane at and inconsistent behavior by both the licensor, for not enthe distances he described. And remember, it was not just a dark forcing the brand standards, and the licensee for ignoring
night; it was a foggy night as well. The effect the testified fog
previous activity at the property contributed to the death
would have had degrading the visibility further making the tanker
truck driver’s testimony even less credible. Although the pickup of, and injuries to, the hotel registered guests.
truck driver was not alive to testify, the physical evidence spoke for
him, rebutting the claims of the tanker truck driver.
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Left Hand Amputation
Robert J. Bockserman, CPP
Case Synopsis: Plaintiff was working at a meat market, operating an electric meat grinder manufactured by the defendant. Instructions for operation and maintenance of the grinder contained
a limited amount of factual material. While trying to adjust the
blade, the meat grinder unexpectedly began rotating while the
plaintiff had his left arm in the grinding mechanism. Within seconds, the blade caught his left arm, and crushed and amputated
his left hand. The plaintiff stated that he accidentally turned on
the power when he brushed up against
the switch, which did not have a safety
guard. The plaintiff never received
proper instructions on how to safely run
the grinder or how to perform maintenance using the necessary safety precautions.

After careful evaluation of the grinder, as well as documents, it
was determined that: (1)The grinder did not comply with OSHA
regulations for Lock-Out/Tag-Out Interlock safety systems on the
main disconnect switch mounted on the wall. (2) The grinder did
not have an electric interlock switch to prevent operation of the
equipment when the safety guard or feed pan was removed for
cleaning or adjustment. (3) The motor power switch did not have
a guard built around the switch to prevent the power from being
accidentally turned on when arms or
hands were exposed within the mechanism. (4) Instead of a toggle switch
mounted on the frame of the grinder, there
should have been an off/on button switch
(red/green) with a guard for more efficient
control of the motor. (5) There were no
safety warning labels to warn the user to
turn off all power before and after maintenance or cleaning was performed. The
warning labels should have been made of
stainless steel or plastic to offer the required protection against water. The labels employed should have
the proper industry standards for wording, and riveted to the
frame of the grinder in a conspicuous position for the rapid identification of a hazardous situation. (6) All electric switches should
have been waterproof because of the moist conditions inside the
equipment. The lack of waterproof design could lead to serious
electric shock or even to a fatality.

Read More Case
Studies Online at

www.forensicDJS.com

Expert Analysis: An expert was retained to investigate several items including (1) Did the meat grinder, when
delivered, have the necessary warning
instructions mounted on its frame? (2) Did the grinder comply with
OSHA regulations regarding the design and engineering of food
processing equipment? (3) Was the plaintiff given complete instructions before being allowed to operate it? (4) Did the meat
market have a lock-out/tag-out system in place to completely shut
down electrical power before cleaning, adjustment or maintenance could be performed on the equipment? (5) Were waterproof electrical components used throughout the grinder to
prevent electric shock?

Result: The case settled.

Medical Malpractice or Pre-Existing Condition?
Stuart I. Finkel, MD
Case Synopsis: Plaintiff, a woman with Crohn’s Disease, was

admitted to the hospital, where her doctor wanted to start her
on Total Parenteral Nutrition (TPN). When a nurse came to start
the infusion, plaintiff’s husband, who was present at the time,
said that she had adverse reactions to TPN in the past, including shortness of breath, and refused to allow the TPN to start.
Unfortunately, the nurse did not convey this information to the
doctor; the order was not cancelled and the nurse on the
overnight shift started the TPN when the husband was not present, and the patient was asleep. The patient shortly went into
respiratory distress, and expired.
Expert Analysis: Documents were reviewed, including the autopsy report, describing pulmonary fibrosis and pulmonary microemboli of crystalline cellulose. The attorney did his own
literature search and found reports of pulmonary microcrystalline
calcium phosphate emboli associated with TPN. He concluded
that there was a causal relationship between the TPN, the pulmonary emboli and the patient’s death.
Unfortunately for this case, expert review of the literature found

that microcrystalline cellulose pulmonary emboli are associated
with IV drug abuse, i.e., grinding up pills, usually narcotics, followed by IV injection of a liquid suspension of the ground-up pills.
Cellulose is used as an inert binder in forming the solid structure
of pills, into which the active ingredient is incorporated. It turned
out the decedent was receiving chronic pain management prescriptions of Demerol pills, and also had long-term indwelling IV
access for other medications at home, so she clearly had the opportunity for self-injection. The microcrystalline cellulose emboli
had to come from ground-up pills – not the TPN; the absence of
calcium phosphate microcrystalline emboli on autopsy refuted
the attorney’s theory that the emboli were from the TPN; and the
pulmonary fibrosis indicated a long-term history of self-injection
of ground-up material.
Result: While it is possible, or even likely, that the TPN infusion
exacerbated a pre-existing but self-induced and undiagnosed pulmonary condition, and even likely precipitated the final episode of
respiratory failure, the role of surreptitious narcotic abuse and concealment of this from her physicians - and husband - caused the attorney to drop the case.
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Was the BMX Tire Trapped?
Curtis M. Beloy, PE
Case Synopsis: A young boy on a BMX bicycle sustained injuries when he crashed while riding in an apartment complex
driveway. It was alleged that the boy was riding over a bicycle-safe storm drain grate, but crashed due to a defective condition in and around the grate. Specifically, he testified that he coasted down a hill and, as he went over the area of the grate,
his front wheel suddenly became trapped and he was thrown over the bars. The defective condition included pitting of pavement creating a “pothole” in front of the leading edge of the drain, as well as deformation of the grate itself.
Expert Analysis: A site inspection was performed at which time three-dimensional High-Definition Survey (HDS) laser scans
were taken of the deformed storm drain grate, the freshly patched pavement around the storm drain, and the downhill path
leading to the storm drain. Scene photographs from the time of the incident were analyzed, along with the three-dimensional
laser measurements to create an accurate, to-scale computer model of the pavement and storm drain condition, as it had
previously existed. An exemplar BMX bicycle was inspected and measurements were utilized to create a to-scale computer
model of the BMX tire.
An analysis of the geometry of the roadway and the bicycle tire established that the tire would dip a limited distance downward as it traveled over the pavement condition in front of the drain, and even less distance down into any location on the
grate itself. Calculations and testing established that, for the bike speeds under consideration, the bicycle would simply roll
over the irregularities in the storm drain area and there would not be sufficient rearward forces on the bicycle tire to result in
the pitch-over bicycle dynamics described in this case. The specific testimony as to how the incident occurred was shown to
be inconsistent with the laws of physics.
Result: Case settled.
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Evidence Preservation and Successful Subrogation
R. Scott King, BSME
A new-car dealership was completely destroyed by an
early morning fire that witnesses and on-scene
investigators indicated began in the building’s repair
shop. That same morning, the dealership’s insurance
carrier convened a preliminary forensic examination of
the service area revealing physical evidence that allowed
investigators to pin-point the fire origin to a specific
service bay. Interviews with the shop’s service
technicians revealed that this bay was occupied by a
vehicle that had been there for several days to diagnose
an intermittent electrical problem. Because vehicle
electrical malfunctions are a common cause of vehicle
fires, this vehicle became a target of the investigation.
The carrier’s investigators recommended the vehicle be
carefully preserved; however, not everyone involved in
the scene clean-up was aware of, or was concerned
about, evidence preservation.

and other large equipment to create a mountain of
charred debris, giving virtually no attention to evidence
preservation. The entire building was demolished within
36 hours of the fire and the suspect vehicle was buried
amid the debris.

Later that day, local officials declared the scene a
hazardous site and immediately ordered the site sealed.
The carrier, believing the site and vehicle were secure,
was not notified that city workers were dismantling the
remaining structure and removing its contents, including
the suspect vehicle. Workers used bull-dozers, cranes,

The carrier could not have been more responsive to this
loss and it remains uncertain what, if anything, it could
have done to prevent the post-fire evidence destruction;
however, this case study provides an important reminder
that evidence preservation is important to successful
subrogation.

Despite these set-backs, engineers pressed on and
began a review of the vehicle’s service history, as well as
the diagnostic procedures and repair attempts while at
the dealership. Doing so revealed several divergent
causation theories each indicating potential liability at
different subrogation targets. Accordingly, the suspect
vehicle was located and forensically examined to develop
and test these initial theories; however, the fire damage,
and more significantly, the post-incident handling
precluded these efforts and, as a result, the fire cause
was identified as indeterminate.

Automated Metalworking System Jams & Injures Worker
Thomas J. Cocchiola, PE., C.S.P.
Case Synopsis: A maintenance worker sustained severe
head injuries while assessing the extent of a jam in the
scrap conveyor feed chute of an automated metalworking system. The manufacturer designed the system to
operate continuously; however, operators routinely experienced jams that interrupted production. The system
was equipped with a window to monitor the flow of scrap
material through the conveyor feed chute, which was located under a reciprocating table. After de-energizing
and shutting down the machine, the maintenance worker
knelt down and looked through the feed chute window.
Unfortunately, the table unexpectedly reciprocated and
struck the plaintiff in the the head.
Expert Analysis: An engineering analysis included an
inspection of the system along with a review of witness
statements, deposition testimony, and operating and
maintenance manuals. Witness testimony indicated that

the table reciprocated when a co-worker activated a control. Manufacturers' representatives testified the table
should not have reciprocated when the control was activated. Testimony indicated a malfunction caused the
table to reciprocate. The analysis demonstrated that the
manufacturer failed to assess and reduce risks in accordance with applicable ANSI safety standards. The manufacturer did not furnish a safety mat to prevent
hazardous movements whenever a worker assesses
scrap jams. The manufacturer anticipated workers would
check for jams in the feed chute, but neglected to furnish
safeguards to protect them. The manufacturer furnished
safety mats to protect workers from hazardous movements in other areas of the system but failed to provide
equivalent safeguards to protect workers from the reciprocating table near the scrap conveyor.
Result: Case successfully resolved before trial.
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